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Danish Midsummer:
My Bodtker Grant from DAHS
by Kelsi Vanada
Though many Americans can trace their family history back to
their European ancestors, I have met very few people outside of my
own family who have maintained relationships with the branches of
their families still living in Europe. I have always been proud of the
fact that I know many of my family members living in Denmark today.
These ties between the Danish and American sides of my family are
strengthened every time one of us travels to visit relatives in the other
country, so I am extremely grateful that the Danish American Heritage
Society (DAHS) awarded me an Edith and Arnold N. Bodtker Grant to
travel to Denmark last summer to conduct research for writing poems
as part of the thesis I am completing toward my master’s degree.
I am currently a graduate student in creative writing at the
University of Iowa’s Writers’ Workshop, where I study poetry. I will
graduate in May 2016 with a master’s degree in fine arts, and the main
requirement for graduation is to produce a manuscript of poems as
my thesis. Since entering the program at Iowa, many of my poems
have been concerned with family history and memory, as well as with
notions of time and place. My family’s ranch in South Dakota (on my
mother’s side) has always been an important place for my poetry. It’s
where the history of my family in America got its start. But before
that, my ancestors lived in Denmark, a place that has also been special
to me for as long as I can remember, even before I visited it for the first
time as a seventeen-year-old.
In the summer of 2015, I traveled to Denmark for the month of June
and went all over the country, visiting family members and asking
them to share family stories, photographs, and documents with me.
My relatives were incredibly gracious and generous hosts, and it was
wonderful to see again all the places I visited when I studied abroad in
Copenhagen for a semester during my junior year at the University of
Denver in 2008. At that point in my life, I was just beginning to write
poetry. While on study abroad I wrote a poem that was an imagined
conversation between my great-grandfather and me. When I returned
to the United States, DAHS published the poem in The Bridge.
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My main research goal over the summer was to find out as much
as I could about my Danish maternal great-grandfather, Jens Peder
Jensen (which, I’ve been told, is one of the most Danish names there
is), as I amassed material for writing poems. Jens (or J.P. as he became
known in the United States, and as I will refer to him here) immigrated
to North America in 1907, at the age of twenty-two. He worked as
a carpenter in Chicago before moving to western South Dakota to
ranchland outside of the town of Faith, which in many ways he was
instrumental in founding (he built the town’s Lutheran church, for
example). He was married twice, so the family is large. My maternal
grandmother Marie Ingalls was born to J.P. and his second wife, Ida,
in 1936. Though he stopped speaking Danish because he was so proud
of being an American and wanted his children to be American too,
J.P. seems to have always esteemed Denmark highly. “My roots are in
Denmark,” he once wrote, “but I blossomed in America.” He traveled
back to Denmark twice in his life to visit friends and family. Sadly, I
never knew him, as he died in a car accident in 1962, when my mother,
his granddaughter, was just three years old. As I will discuss more
later, J.P. has always been a sort of mythic figure in the family lore.
I started my research in Copenhagen, where I reacquainted myself
with the city and met up with my cousin Christina Labohn Bleeg.
Because some of my actual relationships to these Danish relatives are
complex or diﬃcult to trace, I use the term “cousin” for most of them.
Christina, along with her friends, introduced me to Danish youth
culture via a music festival in the Vesterbro neighborhood. Christina
and I then traveled together to Jutland, where her father Henry Bleeg
and mother Pia Labohn live. Visiting Henry and his family was an
important step in my research. Henry is one of the few living relatives
who knew J.P. personally. Not only that, but he is the family’s unoﬃcial
record-keeper and has an incredible memory of family stories going
back to, as he calls it, de gamle dage (the old days). He allowed me to
interview him about J.P. and the Jensen family farm in Faxe. I learned
how Christian Jensen, J.P.’s older brother and Henry’s father, took over
the farm from their father. The small size of the farm and its inability
to support multiple families led J.P. to emigrate. I also learned from
Henry about what it was like on the old farm during World War II.
For Henry, it was a place of stability and connection. All the cousins
would visit in the summer and at Christmas. During the Second
World War, J.P. was living in the States, and would send julepakker
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(Christmas packages) of chocolate, raisins, and clothing to the family
in Denmark who were living under the strictures of Nazi occupation.
In 1957, J.P. visited Denmark and Henry met him. Henry told me his
recollection is that J.P. spoke excellent Danish and seemed to be proud
of himself and his achievements. Henry remembers that the family
fought over who would host J.P. when he visited. He had what Henry
calls the family’s “talkative gene!” I was able to see some pictures
Henry had of himself and his siblings and cousins as children. They
are my grandmother Marie’s first cousins.
It was special to get to be with someone—one of the few
remaining relatives—who knew J.P. personally. I spent a great deal
of time thinking about the crossover between the family in Denmark
and South Dakota. One of Henry’s daughters had lived with the
family in South Dakota for a time, and I got to see some pictures
and read a bit of her perspective on the big, wild, ranching family
there. After spending time with Henry, I wrote many lines that were
later incorporated into poems, imagining J.P. being in South Dakota
and thinking of Denmark, of home. Henry and his family also spoke
quite a bit of Danish with me. I know some, having studied it when
I studied abroad in Copenhagen while working on my bachelor’s
degree in English and Spanish at the University of Denver, but I had
never had much opportunity to practice while I was living in Denver
after I graduated. I now have a tutor at the University of Iowa, who
meets with me once a week to practice speaking, reading, writing,
and comprehension. I love the language and, as a poet, found myself
thinking a great deal this summer about syntax and the construction
of phrases in English and Danish. Much of this reflection worked its
way into my poems, though I rarely write poems which explicitly use
Danish words, as I feel it is alienating to the English-speaking reader.
Next, I spent about a week with my cousin Laila Jensen’s family
in Copenhagen. I had lived with her family when I studied abroad,
and it was great fun to have my old room again seven years later.
Laila owns perhaps the best collection of photographs of any of
the family members I visited, and I found that much of what I was
writing while staying with her was responding to these images. In
some poems, I imagine putting myself into the photograph, changing
the photograph, or talking to figures in the photographs. Laila also
had some 8 mm films that were a joy to watch. I wrote a poem based
on the experience of watching these movies and the people who
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appear in them—J.P.; his brother Knud Jensen, who is Laila’s father;
and Laila herself. There was even video of Laila’s family’s trip to the
United States when Laila was a teenager. That trip was central for
building family relationships—in the videos, I watched my American
family, including my mother, greet my Danish family. I am grateful
for the collections of family material Laila shared with me, because
my writing took on another dimension while staying with her. I
found the importance for my project of referencing images captured
in photographs, as well as thinking about memory as it is preserved
visually and how that translates into written work. While staying with
Laila, I was also able to visit my cousin Lise Kirk Damgaard’s family
and spend time with some cousins my own age, including Laila’s
daughters, who showed me around Copenhagen. I had lunch with
Laila’s brother Lasse Jensen, who is also a writer, and his daughter. I
am so grateful for the family connections I was able to build.
My next stop was the island of Bornholm, where my cousins
Lone Kirk and Bo Bjødstrup run Hotel Skovly, a beautiful hotel and
restaurant in a forest clearing near the ocean. Bornholm was a relaxing
place to be in nature and process what I had learned so far. It seemed
important to be near the sea, which became an important element in
my Denmark poems since I was thinking often about J.P. traveling by
sea to the United States. I was also able to watch the June 18 Danish
general election with my family while on Bornholm, and I enjoyed
learning about how the democratic system in Denmark diﬀers from
that of the United States. It seemed a very important election for
Denmark, as the country was considering issues such as the refugee
crisis and global warming. My family members were divided in
their support for the diﬀerent parties, so I enjoyed discussing their
reasoning with them, as well as their hopes for Denmark. While I was
on Bornholm, I was also able to talk with other relatives, particularly
when Henry’s brother Peter Bleeg and his daughter Mette visited the
hotel. Peter is the other living first cousin to my grandmother, and was
also able to share some stories about J.P. with me.
After leaving Bornholm, I traveled to southern Sjælland to visit
my cousin Lisbeth Larsen and her family, who live in Hårlev, near
Faxe, where J.P. lived. Lisbeth took me to visit the old farm, which has
not been owned by the family for many years. Though it has partly
fallen into disrepair, it was meaningful to visit the place where my
Danish family originated. I found myself thinking quite a lot about
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J.P.’s connection to this physical place, and his work on the land, both
in Denmark and in the United States. Though there is a stark contrast
between the rolling and verdant wheat fields I saw around the old
farm in Faxe and the wild plains of South Dakota, J.P. seems to have
been a man for whom a connection to the earth was important. My
cousin Lisbeth and her daughter Anna-Elisabeth Larsen were also
gracious enough to spend a great deal of time going through family
albums with me and looking up J.P.’s name in the online church
records, which show his confirmation date. I also visited the town of
Faxe and stopped by the graveyard where many of my relatives are
buried, to think of them and remember them and the stories I have
heard about them. Finally, once I was back in Copenhagen, I shared a
meal with my cousin Vibeke Bille (we are related via J.P.’s first wife,
Anna) and her family. Vibeke had a collection of many wonderful
photographs and letters. It was exciting to see J.P.’s handwriting on
letters he wrote to family in Denmark from South Dakota between the
1930s and 1960s.
Everywhere I went, in every family I visited, I asked the same
question: What do you know about J.P.? I wanted to gather as much
information about him as I could. But I was also interested in how
family stories get passed on, and how family members become
somehow mythologized in the family lore. I know how my family
in the United States regards J.P. as something of a pioneering hero,
a mythic figure who immigrated with just a few coins in his pocket
and started a new life by ranching and doing carpentry in South
Dakota, where the prairies were big enough for his dreams of land
ownership and he could be an integral part of his small community.
But sometimes, when a family member becomes mythic in family
memory, aspects of that person’s reality or story become hidden or
ignored—such as how J.P. homesteaded near the Cheyenne River
Reservation. The family rarely acknowledges the part he played in
taking over land that was home to indigenous Native Americans. A
professor recently told me that the work I have done until now on my
thesis has been concerned with ideas of time, property, and boundary.
The poems I have written so far consider these issues of historic and
personal time, and ownership and boundary lines as they relate to
ranching and immigration and land and memory. There are poems
in my collection that are linked to the ranching community in South
Dakota where my grandparents grew up and where they raised my
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mother, and I felt that the missing piece was a series of poems that
went even further back in the history of my family. I knew that a part
of the portrayal I am working on of a place and all the intangible issues
and ideas surrounding it needed to incorporate J.P.’s story.
All that is to say that I wanted to know the “real” J.P., to the fullest
extent possible. I wanted to find out what the “trickle-down eﬀect” of
the movement of memory has been like in the country J.P. left behind.
How do my Danish family members regard J.P.? What do they know
about him? How do they think about their American family and what
it means to them to be related to those of us in the United States? And
the main question for my project: How could knowing more about J.P.
find its way into my poetry, the ground where, as an artist, I work out
all my questions and wrestle with ideas? A few of my Danish relatives,
like Henry, had many stories to tell or had met J.P. personally. Some,
like Laila, knew a bit about him and had many photographs or 8 mm
films in which J.P. appears. However, a great many (especially those of
my generation) knew just his name and that he emigrated as a young
man to the United States (and that he started a large family there).
I had somewhat expected this, but as I took notes while talking to
family members, I quickly learned that I needed to incorporate the
stories and memories of many more people than just J.P. And so the
people represented in my poems started to blend. A great many of the
poems still feature J.P. primarily, but they also expanded to include his
cousins and descendants and others whose lives somehow touched
his. And just as people get conflated in our memories, I think it is
fitting that the people in my poems become somewhat conflated
too. The reader of my poems will understand, I think, this motion of
memory while reading—at some point, we do lose track of exactly
how one person was related to another person. Still, as people, we are
able to hold a sense of who we are in relation to our relations.
Many of the poems I wrote based on my research over the
summer of 2015 were also very much tied to the time of year that
I was visiting Denmark. It was midsummer, a truly magical time of
year in Denmark when it stays light until late at night and the light
has a special quality. A number of the poems make reference to it, as
well as to the particular flowers I saw blooming at that time of year.
Part of my process was to put myself in the mind of J.P. and write from
his perspective, as I imagined it. At the end of my time in Denmark,
three American friends came to visit and I had the chance to show
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them around Copenhagen and Helsingør. Explaining the place and
my relationships with my Danish family to my American friends was
also important for me, because by sharing it with people outside the
family, I realized all over again how much it means to me.
Just after my trip to Denmark this summer, we lost three members
of my grandparents’ generation who passed away—all women, all
first cousins to my grandmother Marie. I’m saddened by their deaths
and grateful that I was able to meet two of them. I even had coﬀee
and boller (homemade rolls) with Inger Jensen, the wife of one of
J.P.’s cousins, and together we looked at an album of family pictures.
I won’t soon forget her joy at retelling the story of her marriage to
my grandmother’s cousin Hans Henrik Jensen as she looked at her
wedding photos. With the deaths of these three women, three links
to J.P. are lost, and it is diﬃcult knowing that few people still living
remember him. Their deaths only reinforce my desire to continue to
build relationships with my Danish family—my generation and my
mother’s generation will be the ones to continue the family connection.
Again, I am so grateful to the Danish American Heritage Society for
the chance to spend time this summer with people who mean a great
deal to me, and to write poems that express the importance of these
connections. I would like to dedicate the writing I did in Denmark
this summer to the memories of Inger Jensen, Grethe Sørensen, and
Irja Jensen.
A selection of photographs from my trip and research this summer.

My great-grandfather’s family on the old farm in Faxe.
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On the old farm today.

Six of my grandmother Marie’s Danish first cousins.
Nephews and nieces of J.P.
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Me (center) with four of my Danish cousins in Frederiksberg Gardens
to celebrate Sankt Hans’ Aften (Midsummer’s Eve).

Relatives help me search
online for information about
J.P., including the church
records showing the date of
his confirmation.
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A lovely Danish meal with Henry Bleeg’s family. Henry and his brother
Peter are the oldest generation of my relatives living in Denmark—they
are first cousins to my grandmother Marie Ingalls.

Looking at letters J.P. sent to Vibeke Bille’s (sitting next to me)
parents in the 1930s-60s.
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1930 letter from J.P. (Faith, South Dakota) to an uncle in Denmark.

Eating ice cream at Nyhavn.
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A selection of poems based on the research I conducted this summer and my
experience in Denmark:
A little strong bit of sunset light holding sunset up
the night has not suﬀered itself to cool.
light at 10:15. wavering in this old window glass.
the face of the land
is very pleasant. spice roses tumbling
down the coast and along the
coast and walls. pine and salt of summer.
least declining. night light
on light nights (reflection reflection).
are matters like to last. we are all
forced to recall, when clamors grow loud
sustained by light.
if the weather be fair, if there are tides to fear.
spring has been arriving for a full
room. these late kings
half undid us. dark
in front of light. someone’s passing by.
not on this side. of the summer. on the other side
light conflagration. a certain degree
of vanity. ordinary bent roads.
J.P.’s Voice About Carpentry in Dakota
It sings to be prairie
that fought for me.
In the midst of it these beams
will not stay put. The stars wedge them
apart, it’s sure. Go at it with squares,
hold the shapes on.
I never said what I would say
to myself of that particular
work.
I’ll fight down a hay green grave-making high-glow,
an underflowing tonnage.
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How to know what my mind is sorting,
and how to loosen it.
If I can be selective enough.
Land with wooden plaits.
Midsommer
my plans are true.
to come home
with the roses. if I come too early
how will I know.
when they bloom.
I remember end of June.
you handed me one from the king’s garden.
I felt myself going too fast. to handle.
a trowel. Ida and her roses.
gunnysack wrapped around their stems.
in place of a bloom, a hard line.
in place of my place, a little water.
I thought I knew strong
sun.
raising up a climbing
rose. what, still
repeated. a rose is a
symbol of Denmark. can it keep me
here. unreasonable air.
a bonfire.
straw witches. with our rose sword
and our big landscape
we’ll gift at midsummer, we’ll sing
to Saint Hans. the banks and the heights
our idols.
the understood day
and the light nights. may they never
end. how will we know
when the rhododendron bloom.
midsummer’s heart.
be a low cloud for an afternoon.
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Knud Villy Jensen
the earth beggars your mark like a poor skin. his skin was
too thin to take home; he took it oﬀ. like a language coat.
when trying to explain for him she said it’s like on a sunny
day with wind. you take your sweater. on again, oﬀ. again. it
could be he relied on her. her blue-and-red chest of drawers
from Finland. even in the 8 mm home movies you can see.
he’s not going anywhere. he’s parked at the ocean side. or he’s
jump cutting to the next scene, his little daughter jumping. for
the camera. it all moves a little fast. beggars their marks. one
yellow screen on the black-and-white, and they’re gone. or
maybe a sheen of forest through the windshield (through the
lens) (through the eye) comes flitting. of course it’s possible.
they were young in the movies, though as she says their dress.
makes them look like the previous generation. the same boy
had two lives. or three. his daughter wore a language coat
also, had language ears. couldn’t read her own lips in the
movies. is this part in color. that’s how she said I remember it.
her mark on the movie is a jagged, bouncing line. she moves
so fast she’s a mass of light hair in the corner. of the frame.
maybe she dropped the camera or maybe her language coat.
fell oﬀ. it wasn’t enough. to own his printing company. those
giant rolls of paper in the country. in the business.
Oﬀ-Century (all my default images)
Damn it, great-grandfather,
you’re so quiet
I can’t hear you in this
[photograph]
A dramatic entrance I did not intend.
I want to write about how Katrine’s plant
grows straight vertical.
Whenever, his sister always said
in place of when. A detail
he’d forgotten since living in DK
but how would I know.
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In the photograph these characters
don’t speak to one another.
Small noise this woman makes
in anyone’s memory.
A fruit to be explained.
It is only in leaf growth that
the photograph diﬀers
from the scene. I didn’t tell you about it,
it’s in a picture.
I heard the eye catches dark patches
in a painting or photograph first.
Katrine’s plant. Her eyes surveying
her brother’s visit
to the old farm.
A figure in each pane.
Nobody knows a figure in the photograph
should have been me, should have
let me in on the speech between siblings.
I mean hidden by them.
The story jumps a little, expecting you can follow
it is needful to burn and so I. am burning trash. acrid the burn
barrel. with every billow I’m split. old life and old. I pitch in
songbooks, flags, thin linens. I won’t write of shadow. how
not to hear thatched roofs used to hold down earth. plume
straight ascends. yard cut. by light. growing pressure. the old
farm in my head. old companion anger. rising. the land I’d
have farmed. exchanged for this patch I can’t get purchase
on. this landscape dust I’m swallowing. a whole worn thing.
(drape the wheat fields of Faxe around me like a flag against
the wind on the Dakota plains). I’m playing with a new
word, dragging it. through my old language and scraping up
sounds. like Gefion. her plough through Sjaelland to carve it
out. her sons turned oxen to do the work. my sons turned
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American. these cowboy children of mine surprise me. what
is a place of birth. a handhold. a hand up, handed down. the
old country swells in my head. and so it will. and so it goes.
his is also mine, and mine, and mine. can the pressure. be
relieved. with my way I’d stop thinking of it. feel a bit of our
old routine together. there I’ve said it. no place. to keep my
mind. who is having trouble with thistle.
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